January 13, 2015

DMS NOTICE
QC - 15 - 01
DISCARD: RESCINDED DMS Notice QC-10-09

TO: WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OFFICIALS

SUBJECT: Rescinded DMS Notice QC-10-09, “Enforcement of Business and Professions Code Section 12024.2 relating to CRV containers” due to Passage of Assembly Bill 2251

DMS Notice QC-10-09 has been rescinded due to the passage of AB 2251 which adds section 12024.13 to the Business and Professions Code (BPC) making it unlawful to charge an amount greater than that set by regulation by CalRecycle for the California Redemption Value (CRV).

Please see DMS Notice QC-15-02 for instructions regarding the implementation of AB 2251, which becomes effective January 1, 2015.

Sincerely,

Kristin J. Macey
Director

cc: Gary Leslie, County/State Liaison, CDFA